
1. Goal setting
Unite  the  team by unde rstanding 
where  you are  now, what 
marke ting asse ts you have , and 
your organisational growth goals.

2. Lead Qualification Framework
Define  what a lead is, what an MQL 
is, what an opportunity is e tc. 3. Build the  Engine

Outline  how you will gene rate  
leads.

4. Implement Smarke ting 
Define  follow on process, what 
happens at each Lifecycle  and 
hold both sale s and Marke ting 
accountable .
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Goal setting
To start the process, we first begin with the goals we have.
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Phase 1:
Goal setting



Lead Qualification Framework

What is a lead, MQL or Opportunity?

Both Sales and Marke ting need to understand what 
a lead is, what an MQL is, what an Opportunity is 
e tc.

More  importantly, Sales and Marke ting need to 
agree  on which variables constitute  each lifecycle  
stage .

Qualifying examples

-A lead could be  any contact that ente rs your CRM via 
any touchpoint. Eg: Your website , Phone  call, Livechat 
e tc.

-MQL or Marke ting Qualified Lead could be  a lead that 
is from a targe t country, uses a particular platform e tc.

-An Opportunity/SQL could be  a lead that has a 
project de fined in 3 months.
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Phase  2:
Lead Qualifying



Define how you will generate leads 4

Phase 3:
Build the Engine

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sQ7of-k6GZqlhT8n4eYtXOADrRdn_q1uDwqPMxSxjNY/edit#gid=344004882


Implement Smarketing

Marke ting follow on process
Define  the  follow on process, what happens at each Lifecycle  
and hold both Sales and Marke ting accountable .

Define Marketing follow on process

-If the  lead is not Sales ready (Opportunity or SQL), Marke ting 

will nurture .

-If the  lead is not Marke ting qualified, we  nurture .

What will Sale s do when a lead comes 
in?

-Call the  lead within 2 - 48 hours.

-If the re  is no answer, Sales will follow up 8 times.

-If the  lead does not have  a project in the  next 6 
months Marke ting will nurture .

-if the  lead has a project but not ready to buy, Sales 
will nurture .
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Phase 4:
Implement Smarketing



Marketing Follow on process

Using marketing automation, we can nurture leads who are not ready to buy with content until they are ready to buy in the sales cycle.
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https://www.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/af0a4793-f581-46d7-a745-54ee22477ca0/0


Sales Follow on process
Using Sale automation software such as Hubspot, Pipedrive, Salesforce etc, we can map out our follow on process to connect with leads.
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Implementing the Sales & Marketing SLA
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Defining the SLA

We now know what our Revenue goal is.

We know many Opportunities we need.

How many Leads we need per month.

We have our Sales follow on process defined.

We also have our Marketing follow on process defined.

We can define our SLA.

An SLA is a commitment by Marketing to deliver a certain 
number of leads to Sales per month.

SLA example:
Marketing will deliver Sales a minimum of 9 leads per month and 
Sales will follow up within 2-48 hours.



Sales & Marketing SLA Projection Example
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Smarketing/SLA Meetings 
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Weekly SLA Meetings  

In smarketing or SLA meetings, identifying and addressing problems 
should be the top priority.

One way to do that is by using the POP model. POP stands for 
purpose, outcome, process.

For example, if Marketing’s leads aren’t closing at the expected rate.

Using the POP model:

Purpose: Figure  out why the  close  rate  for Marke ting leads is low and 
fix it.

Outcome: Specific action items for fixing the  close  rate .

Process: Identify the  source  of the  problem, deve lop a possible  
solution, and create  a plan to implement that solution.

What we  do in SLA Mee tings  

A couple  of suggestions for holding Smarke ting mee tings from 
Google .

• Respond to ideas ve rbally to show engagement (“That makes 
sense . Te ll us more .”).

• Recap what’s been said to confirm mutual understanding and 
alignment (“What I heard you say is…”).

• Avoid placing blame  (“Why did you do this?”) and focus on solutions 
(“How can we  work toward making sure  this goes more  smoothly 
next time?”). 
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Thank you.

Questions? 
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